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Homewood Suites by Hilton ® offers you the flexibility to infuse
your own style into a proven upscale, extended-stay hotel brand.
Backed by Hilton Worldwide, Homewood benefits from the more
than 25 million members of the Hilton HHonors ® guest reward
program, plus operational and marketing support from a world
leader in hospitality.
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Phoenix-Avondale

An extended-stay
leader.
Since the first Homewood Suites ® opened in the late
1980s, we’ve defined the extended-stay segment with
unmatched value for our guests. Today, extended-stay
is still growing while travelers and corporations are
focused on smarter spending. Homewood Suites remains
a strong, growing brand with a value message that
resonates with our guests.
The residential and home-like atmosphere at Homewood
Suites attracts very desirable guests – business
professionals and upscale families who plan to stay five
or more consecutive nights for business or leisure. These
guests often hold advanced degrees and have high
household incomes. Historically speaking, extendedstay hotels are strong performers.* This, combined with
a forecast for continued extended-stay growth, makes
Homewood Suites an important part of a balanced hotel
portfolio or a trusted first entry into hospitality.

Dallas-Frisco

*D emand in this segment increased 16.5% during the first quarter of 2009, and 2010 saw a 10.4% increase in
occupancy segment-wide; the segment’s greatest gain in more than a decade. Source: HotelNewsNow/Smith
Travel Research. “Quick Recovery Expected for Extended Stay Hotels.” May 13, 2010.
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Feels like home.
Homewood Suites by Hilton is an upscale, yet casual, all-suite, residential-style hotel. In short,
it’s a home away from home. Whether guests are away on business or vacation, they are
always welcomed to Homewood Suites hotels with warm smiles and personalized service.
The hotels are inviting, familiar and consistent in quality, featuring the following services
and amenities that guests have come to expect at every Homewood Suites.
®

• Daily hot, full breakfast

• Hilton HHonors , our award-winning guest

• Evening dinner and drinks Monday

reward program

through Thursday*

• Roomy one- or two-bedroom suites and

• On-site fitness room and laundry facilities,

deluxe studio suites

sports court and swimming pool

• Fully equipped kitchen with full-size
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher and

• Executive business center

microwave

• Meeting space
®

• Dining table and separate work area

• 24-hour Suite Shop convenience store

• Complimentary high-speed internet and

• Complimentary grocery shopping service.

phone with voicemail

Guest pays for groceries
• Complimentary weekday USA Today

• Dressing area with large vanity
• Remote-controlled television with movie

delivered to every suite

player or on-demand movies

• Coin laundry facilities on-site

• Central lodge area with comfortable living
room, fireplace and soft seating
*Subject to state and local laws; must be of minimum drinking age.

The Suite Assurance Guarantee

®

Homewood Suites by Hilton was the first extended-stay brand to offer an unconditional Suite
Assurance Guarantee to guests. Every owner, every manager and every team member knows that
we stand behind what we promise and that can make all the difference in the world. Especially
for guests who plan to make a Homewood Suites hotel their second home while traveling.
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The Hilton Worldwide advantage.
Every brand within the Hilton Worldwide portfolio is powered by the Hilton Worldwide
Engine. The Hilton Worldwide Engine is a suite of industry leading tools and
resources that support and drive hotels operating under our brands.
Comprised of distribution, sales & marketing, global brand
services, hotel operational technology and Hilton
HHonors , it is what sets us apart from the
®

competition and underlies the continued
success of hotels operating under
our brands.

Distribution
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• Network of Reservation Centers providing
24-hour multi-language global coverage
and over 35 million telephone calls handled
annually, generating over $3 billion per year
• Industry leading proprietary websites
generating in excess of over
$4 billion per year
• Distribution agreements with key global
and local intermediaries

• Market Research – Providing actionable
insights into customer needs,
expectations and market behavior
• Brand Training – Providing all brandrequired and optional educational
opportunities in order to ensure
consistency in service and sales delivery
• Brand Performance Support – Providing
one-stop-shop consultation support in
areas such as new hotel ramp-up, guest
experience (product and service), sales
and revenue, and more
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• Quality Assurance – Protecting brand
values through comprehensive on-site
evaluations
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Global Brand Services

Sales & Marketing
• 30 International sales offices
• Global size and presence gives increased negotiating power, higher
level access and more influential customer relationships
• Specialist global corporate extended-stay business, leisure, MICE
and global/specialist travel agent sales teams supplement the
on-property sales teams
• Marketing – Delivering dedicated national brand campaigns via
proven ROI-generating channels such as cable, print, outdoor,
online, paid search, social media and public relations, as well as
supporting hotel local marketing efforts by making turnkey tools
and resources available to hotels
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• A unique suite of integrated
hospitality management applications
that automate all business and
property management functions
in a hotel – designed for Hilton
Worldwide, by Hilton Worldwide
• Enhances customer loyalty, enabling
consistent guest recognition across
all Hilton Worldwide hotels before,
during and after a stay
• Drives RevPAR premiums by exposing
more inventory to the demand using
centralized distribution channels,
feeding third party distributors,
advanced purchase opportunities
and reservations
• Optimizes productivity, reducing
workload redundancies and providing
the industry’s most robust business
intelligence reporting system

Hilton HHonors
• Award-winning guest recognition
and reward program – contributing
significantly to a hotel’s occupancy
• Over 25 million members spread over
230 countries and territories of which
9 million stay with us more than twice
a year
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We believe your success
is our success.
It sounds familiar, but we truly believe it, and with that in
mind, we offer you the flexibility and support to develop
your hotel. That’s why we offer four profitable development
options.
• The most recent prototype with 60% two-room suites
and 40% studio suites
• Highly flexible urban, mixed use and adaptive reuse
plans for urban markets
• Dual branded plans with shared construction, zoning and
other attractive economies of scale
• Highly selective conversions that feature all core
Homewood attributes
When you’re ready to build, we will help you identify and
select a site, offer design consulting, put you in touch
with architects and contractors, and assist you with your
construction progress.
We develop properties in suburban and urban areas
surrounding top metropolitan markets. This helps further
facilitate the needs of business travelers. We also work hard
to locate sites that have good visibility, ease of accessibility
and are close to long-term growth areas.
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exclusive owner
benefits.
Our owners are invaluable to us and the entire
Hilton Worldwide portfolio. To show how much we
appreciate and value our owners’ loyalty and the
confidence they’ve placed in our brand, we provide
them an exclusive package of owner services and
benefits, including:
• Hilton HHonors Gold VIP membership status in our
®

award-winning guest reward program
• Owner Travel Program which offers discount hotel
rates for leisure travel at all owned, managed or
franchised properties within the Hilton Worldwide
portfolio (excluding Hilton International properties)
• Franchise Development Awards Program that allows
our owners to be considered for special recognition
based on new project/development efforts within
the Hilton Worldwide portfolio
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focused on
long term success.
Homewood Suites by Hilton is a brand built on innovation.
Through fresh thinking and our recognition of the unmet
needs of travelers, Homewood Suites not only created one
of the most successful hotel brands, it paved the way for
new leadership in the extended-stay market.
Today, the innovation that first defined us continues to
power our brand and chart our course for future success.
Scheduled upgrades and improvements help our hotels
look great and consistently deliver the quality and
performance our guests and owners count on. As part of
the Hilton Worldwide portfolio, we benefit from the global
resources only Hilton Worldwide can provide. With this
kind of support, our continued growth and award-winning
customer satisfaction, we show no signs of relinquishing
our position as one of the leaders in the upscale extendedstay market.
To learn more about franchising opportunities, contact
us today.
Call 1-800-286-0645 or visit homewoodfranchise.com.

This advertisement is not an offering. Federal regulations and the laws of some states regulate the
offer and sale of franchises. An offering will only be made in compliance with those regulations
and laws, which may require providing you with a disclosure document.
(MN Reg # F-5837)
© 2010 Hilton Worldwide. All Rights Reserved
7930 Jones Branch Drive, McLean, VA 22101
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